Chronicles from
an iceflake

opinion pages Even though all MittMedia papers
will share the same basic page structure, they are
not going to look the same. The ”start” column will
be treated individually and the planned variation of
colour and macro typography will further
enhance the differences.

Working with a ground-breaking media development project
in the heart of Sweden
Ole Munk
ole@ribmunk.dk

The current situation of printed
newspapers can be compared to
standing on a big iceflake that is
slowly melting. Around you, new iceflakes are being formed, but they are
yet too small to keep you floating.
One way to survive until they grow
big enough: Reduce weight.
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Preparing for the future
This project was, however, sparked by
a second ambition as well. At our first
meeting with project manager Daniel
Bertils in April 2012, he shared with us
his vision of a future news organization
which has the story, not the publishing
platform, as its revolving axis. Print, web,
mobile, tablet, and audio are merely seen
as different communication channels (to
be mastered by all reporters, in the best
of worlds) and the desk becomes the
hub where decisions are being made on
how to cover a story and which channels
should be used to report it.

Just to focus on the paid newspapers –
which was how we started – squeezing
all 18 titles (to turn 19 before the first
redesign was launched) into one design
uniform was not an option, as several of
the papers are competing for the same
markets and have devoted readers who
would object strongly to the idea that,
for instance, Arbetarbladet and Gefle
Dagblad should suddenly look alike.
So how do you create a system
where things can look different even
though they are in fact the same … to
the extent that all the contents of any
newspaper page must be able to migrate from one publication to another
and automatically change appearance,
without human intervention?

page structure All MittMedia pages are vertically divided into eight modules, based
on the Swedish TU ad standards. Each module equals twelve baselines and all typographical
measures are corresponding to the 3.75 mm baseline grid. The ”start” column to the far left
has been reserved for navigation elements and contact info.
This is preparing for a future in
which new platforms and narrative
techniques can be expected to show up
every once in a while. With Daniel’s
model, their emergence won’t have to
force dramatic changes upon the basic
structure of the organization; instead

they should be welcomed as new opportunities, new channels being added
to the media spectrum.
Beyond comparison, this is the most
ambitious project we have ever been
involved in, and we soon realized that
it called for unconventional measures.

“Mission is possible”
Nine design anchor persons, one from
each MittMedia editorial department,
joined Daniel Bertils and Ribergård &
Munk’s consultants in a “formgrupp”.
The group members made preparations for our first workshop in Gävle, in
early September 2012, by mapping their
existing design and writing “mission
statements” which described the kind
of visual qualities they, and their editors, wanted to see in a future version
of their paper. The scope was wide,
ranging from Gefle Dagblad’s DN-like
exclusivity to Dagbladet Sundsvall’s
“kvällstidningslook”. We analyzed the

differences, looking for the specific
components that defined them. What
makes one newspaper look upmarket
and another one popular?
Our conclusion: From a design
point of view, a newspaper page has a
top and a bottom layer, the top layer
containing the eye-catching elements
that provide the newspaper with its
visual “tone of voice”. Images, colours,
headlines and other types of macro
typography. Whereas the bottom layer
is more like a car engine; the single
most important issue is that it works,
and users won’t really mind if it is more
or less the same nuts and bolts they’ll
find when opening the hood of an Audi
and a Skoda.
In other words, we agreed that quite
a lot of the design components could
be identical in all the publications, but
a few elements were crucial to enabling
the individual differences we were
looking for.. Colour variation is quite
an easy thing to automate, so the macro
typography stood out as the obvious
challenge. What we needed, we soon
realized, was two headline faces which
were able to replace one another but,
at the same time, looked as different as
possible.
Custom headlines
We began searching among the
150,000+ typefaces on the market
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duplex The new DUPLEX typeface was developed by Commercial Type in New York to meet
MittMedia’s special requirements: Two by two, the
sans and serif versions can replace one another.
The macro typography will automatically change
appearance when moved from one paper to
another. The Serif Light matches both Sans Light
and Sans Regular.
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Ribergård & Munk was appointed to create a new design concept
for all MittMedia publications – on
digital and print, paid as well as free –
it was clear to everyone that consolidation would be one of the objects of this
project. Dealing with umpteen different
visual toolboxes as well as significant
variation in work routines, organization, and the use of the NewsPilot
production system is simply not a
rational way to run a media corporation
in 2013 … and the perspective of future
staff cuts due to the ice melting (read:
declining circulation and ad revenue)
had convinced the MittMedia directors that producing quality newspapers
would soon become impossible unless
work procedures were rationalized.
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Sundsvalls kommun sparade 1,8 miljoner kronor
■ Sundsvalls kommun skatteplanerade när de startade
Norra kajen Exploatering tillsammans med Norrlandspojkarna.
De betalade 66 000 kronor i stämpelskatt för en
billig obebyggd tomt medan fastigheter värda 58 miljoner
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kronor följde med på köpet.
– Jag tycker det är upprörande. Kommuner borde föregå
med gott exempel, säger statssekreterare Mikael Lundholm
på finansdepartementet.
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Hela DalaRNas TIDNING

Göran Greider: ”Vad sjunger jag om? Detta!
Ja, jag kvittrar hellre i en blommande hägg
än jag twittrar.”
66 nya vindsnurror. I Jädraås
står det nu 66 klara vindkraftverk. I tre år har arbetet hållit
på. Många kom till invigningen
och tittade.

Falun
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Misstänkt för mordförsök.
Mannen försökte mörda sin
sambo, anser åklagaren. Han
ska ha bundit och piskat henne
och gett henne elstötar.

Lars Pryds pryds@mac.com
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”Vi fick hybris”
Peace & Love-konkursen sidorna 4, 5, 6, 7, 29
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Bebisar i älgskogen. Nadja
och Nina är de nyaste invånarna i Sälenfjällens älgpark.

der to make them economically viable,
strong enough to carry the weight of
future local journalism. And in August
2012, every one of MittMedia’s 1000
employees got an invitation to apply for
a seat in the “framtidsverkstad” (future
lab), a unique combination of business
development, cultural reinvention and
professional development, designed for
Mittmedia by Helsinki-based LearningMiles.
Customer insight is being generated through modern anthropological
approaches such as “customer safaris”
in which the participants observe and
engage with customers to understand
their contexts. Another building block
of the concept is the recognition of
“personal reinvention” as an increasing
power for engaging employees, managers and customers alike.
Despite decisions to downsize the
workforce by 15 percent over three
years, the new initiatives and the “framtidsverkstad” in particular have fostered
an intensive can-do atmosphere inside
MittMedia, and teamwork across traditional borders between the newsdesk,
sales and IT has become very visible.

Västerdalarna
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Ingen leverans. Kritik mot
bokförlag. Konsumentvägledaren: ”Sätt hårt mot hårt.”
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Fem Leksandskvinnor. Anna
Götlind speglar 200 år genom
deras liv.

kultur
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Är du sjuksköterska och letar nya utmaningar?
Välkommen till

ÖPPET HUS

Tid: 11 juni kl. 14–19
Plats: Hotel Bergmästaren, Falun

Proffice Care är ett av Nordens största vårdbemanningsföretag som erbjuder jobb för läkare och sjuksköterskor. Läs mer på www.profficecare.se
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FRONTPAGES In the new MittMedia design concept, page 1 is where the differences between individual titles should be exposed
most clearly. For instance, Falu-Kuriren is conceived to be a hyper-local paper whereas Dala-Demokraten, FK’s rival in the city of
Falun and a newcomer to the MittMedia family, has a more regional profile and a strong brand on opinion and culture.
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and also trawled our network for
typographical advice. It turned out
only two existing typeface families had
the features we were looking for. One,
Hoefler & Frere Jones’ Proteus quartet,
contains beautiful but eccentric display
fonts which we couldn’t see as potential
headline faces in Swedish local dailies.
And the other one, Compatil from
Linotype, maybe ought to be re-named
“Compromise” since the typeface literally exposes all the problems a type
designer will run into when trying to
square the typographical circle (because
that’s the true nature of this challenge)

… in particular, the difficulties of
achieving even and satisfactory spaces
between characters.
Is there a chance there might be
time and budget for a custom project,
asked our good friend and frequent
partner from previous projects, Christian Schwartz. And it turned out there
was a chance, as both we and our client
now saw the headline typography as
a determining factor. Over a period
of eight months, Commercial Type
developed a brand new typeface family, consisting of sans and serif styles
which are directly interchangeable even

though they could hardly look more
unlike each other, one being a noble antique and the other one a tough, narrow
grotesque. Duplex was born.
Going on customer safari
Let’s go back to the melting ice for
a while. As already mentioned, this
whole operation is much more than
just a print project. Other MittMedia
workgroups were devoted to contents,
web publishing, work procedures, etc.,
with the ambition to figure out how to
develop the new “iceflakes” – all kinds
of digital operations, basically – in or-

Between noblemen and tough guys
From September 2012 to April 2013,
we ran five workshops with the form
group, gradually working our way
toward consensus on basic page structures as well as guidelines for individual
differences. Some group members were
facing a special challenge: In the four
places where MittMedia owns competing titles, agreement had to be reached
as to which paper should take on the
“noble” attitude and which one should
become the toughie.
In the city of Sundsvall, this discussion became kind of a dilemma as the
natural candidate for the “noble” part,
Sundsvalls Tidning, had been redesigned
shortly before our project was initiated,
introducing a bold and quite heavy
typography. Suddenly switching to a
much more upmarket design might
send the wrong signals to ST’s readers
and cause confusion among the staff.
So we had to work out how to make its
competitor look even more tabloid – to
match Dagbladet’s editorial ambitions
as well as emphasizing the difference –
while making only subtle adjustments
to the ST design.
February 2013 saw the formation

of the “mallgrupp” (template group),
the sharpest and most hard-working
gang of tech crunchers I have come
across in my career. Alexander, Jonas,
Lars, Jakob, Torkel, the two Peters, and
Conny – each of them an unchallenged
IT super-user on his own home ground
– joined forces to transform the crude
design framework we had created into
a fully operational news engine, based
on Adobe InDesign 6 and a brand new
version of the NewsPilot production
system.
Ready to run
Three months later, we were ready to
run. A completely revamped Dagbladet
and a modified version of Sundsvalls
Tidning hit the streets 8 May and the
response was exactly the one we had
been hoping for: Dagbladet’s readers
were happy, as their paper now looked
much better and its visual appearance
matched the editorial policy, and the
changes in Sundsvalls Tidning went
on almost unnoticed, with just a few
readers actively commenting on the fact
that the body text had become easier
to read.
Dalarnas Tidningar and the
new-kid-in-MittMedia-town, DalaDemokraten, were next, and Spring
Season ended with the June 5 launch of
Tidningen Ångermanland and Örnsköldsviks Allehanda in the new MittMedia costume. Nine paid papers are
on our after-summer list and freesheets
and digital will be next. All of this to be
powered by the same NewsPilot engine
– a prerequisite for turning Daniel
Bertil’s desk vision into reality. We
might not be able to keep the ice from
melting, but everybody at MittMedia
now feels a lot better prepared to meet
n
the media climate changes. 
Ole Munk is a design & communication
consultant, graphic designer, and illustrator, managing director of Ribergaard &
Munk Graphic Design, former President
of SNDS (1997-99). He writes about all
things visual on his blog Munkytalk.
Ole Munk will be a speaker at the Wrong
conference in Copenhagen, October 10-11,
2013 (See page 14).
E www.munkytalk.com
E www.ribmunk.dk

Philosophical
cartoon

n On

the 5th of May 2013 the Danish philo
sopher and religious author Søren Kierkegaard
would have been 200 years old. Across the
country he was celebrated as one of Denmark’s
great sons, and to make the story of his life a
little easier to dive into for the contemporary
public, Politiken asked Philip Ytournel, the
paper’s cartoonist, to turn it into a cartoon.
Baffled at first, Ytournel started working
with what – after three months of work – materialized in a 16 pages hand-drawn supplement, published the day before the philosopher’s birthday.
People who are familiar with Kierkegaard’s
writings may have been surprised by some of
the drawings – but, as Ytournel says, in a small
video on Politiken’s website:
“This is difficult stuff, so I thought we
should start with something everybody knows
about, like oral sex or a duck talking about
croutons in his salad”.
So – an old philosopher translated into
a modern graphic novel, in a not so modern
media – the printed newspaper. But would this
kind of storytelling work as a digital product?
No, says the cartoonist – the fact alone that
the story runs across the pages in three different, horisontal tracks makes it impossible to
transfer to a pdf or the internet.
Ole Munk, design consultant and himself a
former cartoonist, agrees:
”Philip’s graphic novel succeeds not only
as a unique and very ambitious experiment
with the genre – it actually communicates. For
the first time in my life, I got the feeling that
I might be able to understand a bit of what
Kierkegaard is about”.” 
n

Backstage with Philip Ytournel (video):
E http://bit.ly/10DRLYB
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NYA SAMHÄLLET
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